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Abstract— This paper gives an overview on the social media 

which is used in our day to day life .in current situation social 

media is widely used in the world .we use social media for lot 

of things for example, getting information, getting fashion 

ideas, to communicate with people, etc. nowadays social 

media is daily habit of the peoples, the usage of this platforms 

day by day. People find it very interesting to surf on the social 

media websites .but the question is social media really a good 

platform or a bad thing? we can’t tell this everyone has a 

different opinions on social media .social media is used 

limitlessly in todays world .we can’t even tell how much one 

person spends time and data that is consumed. tumblr, 

linkedin, tinder are the social media apps .nowadays , social 

media is lifeline of people .which is becoming popular in 

youngsters .In this paper we will review the world’s sight onn 

social media.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Social networking is a lifeline of todays generation .we 

cannot survive a day without using social networking sites 

.social media is an increasing factor in todays world .The first 

online message was sent by APARNET interface message 

processor. by a research it comes to know that social media 

have roots in 1840’s in the form of telegraph .based on web 

2.0 internet the social media works on social media shows 

user generated content .content is nothing but text posts 

,digital photos, videos . On the social media platforms user 

create a specific profile of their desires, this user profiles get 

connected by other user profiles. The social media platforms 

are accessed by the web based desktops and mobile phones 

on this social media users can discuss, participate share, 

businesses content social media change the way of 

interactions of people .They bring pervasive change in 

communication between individuals and communities. social 

media is way more different than paper based media such as 

magazines , newspapers . Some of the most popular social 

networking websites having than 100 million registered users 

which includes , Facebook , Instagram , Twitter , Tumblr , 

LinkedIn , Snapchat , pintrest . observers notices arrange of 

positive and as well as negative sides of interaction with 

communities and individuals .social media sites we can share 

digital images , data , videos , easily by the new technologies 

we can even transfer money within seconds . Nowadays 

online transactions are on its peak. The first social media site 

namely as sixdegrees.com was launched in 1997. The heavy 

usage of smartphones relates to the social media 

manuafacturers often use social media as a marketing 

platform to get connect with more customers social 

networking sites are very popular on smartphones. By a 

survey of pew research 2018 Facebook and Youtube are 

mostly used social media platforms. Social media also used 

by law enforcement agencies .quantity of users usig social 

media is very high, facebook has 2.2 billion users .Instagram 

currently has 800 million profiles. This profiles can be hacked 

for criminal work  

II. METHODOLOGY  

By the users of social media sites to come to know about this 

information. 

A. Facebook:  

Facebook is founded in February 4, 2004 by Mark 

Zuckerberg. It is an American social site. Where one can 

share a photo on Facebook via your profile .on this platform 

you can interact with different individuals communities .One 

can not only post photos but can also post videos and status 

here. Where the members or friends who can see the posts 

which are added by the user. facebook has gained more than 

1.5 billion monthly active users in 12 years . This social 

networking platform is widely used by all age groups.  

B. Snapchat:  

snapchat was released in September 2011 , snapchat also 

known as snap or “SC”.It is social media messaging app  

which is used globally by users created by Evan Spiegel , 

Bobby Murphy ,who were former students of Stanford 

university. unlike facebook and other messaging app 

snapchat had unique features. Where one can send pictures 

too personally to every recipients, after a period of time one 

cannot see the received pictures. one can post stories which 

are available only 24 hours to other recipients . Snapchat has 

gained popularity amongst the teenagers, it is widely used by 

youngsters worldwide. There are currently 150 million active 

users worldwide. 

C. Twitter:  

This social media platform where one can post short 

messages and send messages which are called “tweets”. 

Twitter was created by Jack Dorsey in 2006 after the launch 

it gained popularity amongst the people and there are millions 

of users. Initially when twitter was created the messages had 

limit of only 140 characters. In 2017, twitter had doubled the 

character limit to 280.Twitter is widely popular amongst 

celebrities and big personalities .twitter now has 320 million 

active users. 

D. Instagram:  

Instagram was created by Kevin Systrom and Mike Kreiger 

.It was launched in October 2010, since its launch within two 

months of span it gained about million user. initially it was 

launched on ios devices and later available for android and 

later available on websites. Instagram is also known as “Ig”or 

“insta”. Instagram initially was had features like posting 

photos and videos. one has to create a profile and then he can  

post photos and videos. these photos and videos can be liked 

by the followers. Later in 2012, facebook acquired Instagram 

.later Instagram has hit a massive change in the user interface 

and many other features. now it has features like stories, 

filters ,igtv videos and many more .This app is hugely popular 
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amongst yongsters .Instagram now has 500 million daily 

users . 

III. EFFECTS OF SOCIAL MEDIA ON HEALTH AND MEDICAL 

ASPECTS 

Social media is widely used by the all age groups. In today’s 

world everyone has access to internet there are millions and 

billions of user on internet worldwide. There are studies and 

research being carried out on how social media is affecting 

life and health of users. One cannot ignore the wheel of 

technological advancement. In today’s progressive one 

cannot ignore the social media or be completely isolated from 

it. Yes there are positive effects of social media on person’s 

health and it does have a negative effect on health too. 

IV. POSITIVE EFFECTS OF SOCIAL MEDIA ON HEALTH  

 One can consult doctors anywhere and anytime  

 One get support and mutual accountability of problems 

from various medical forums  

 Sharing suggestions and information to friends, family, 

colleagues and many more. 

 Support for health related terms  

 More data available to health researchers  

V. NEGATIVE EFFECT OF SOCIAL MEDIA ON HEALTH  

 Incorrect self-diagnosis can lead to misconception 

 Privacy can be breached of a person  

 Social bully where one can bullied by unknown persons  

 Trolling can be done which made fun of where one can 

feel the depressed by insult  

 One can threatened and asked for money online which 

creates anxiety and depression. 

VI. EFFECTS ON SOCIAL MEDIA ON BUSINESS  

There is major paradigm shift in the business culture .there 

are lot of changes in the business strategies because of 

internet and social media. There are new terms marketing in 

this digital age. Marketing which appears by the means of 

internet are called digital marketing .this has negative and 

positive effects on the business. one has to be ready for the 

changes going on in the todays world . 

A. Positive Effects of Social Media on Business  

 Customer requirements are understood better with the 

help of social media  

 Business has been promoted to every corner of the world  

 Business has simplified by social media  

 One target the specific and required client through social 

media  

 Social media helps to create more information about the 

product through social media  

 Client or the consumer can get the specific idea through 

the graphics of the product  

 Sharing the contents of products has become faster and 

easier through social media  

B. Negative Effects of Social Media on Business  

 In business, Social Media isn't totally hazard free in light 

of the fact that a significant number of the fans and 

supporters are allowed to post their feeling on a specific 

association; the negative remark can lead the association 

to disappointment 

 Customers or client may negative report about the 

product which is harmful for the organization  

 Marketing on social media is highly time consuming 

 The mistake made by any organization are hard to rectify  

 Mistakes made the companies online results to 

declination of sale of the products  

VII. CONCLUSION 

Internet has grown tremendously over the last few decades 

and so are the users. social media is the part of the internet 

and now it  has been in trend .one cannot be completely 

isolated from internet or social media .social media is good 

platform to interact with people ,make new friends ,see the 

places that haven’t been seen but every coin has two sides 

there adverse effect of social media on health , mental health 

,privacy , business and many others but this does not mean it 

does not any advantages .one learn ,get to know new people 

and many other good aspects that are to be considered from 

the above studies we can conclude that social media has its 

own merits and demerits. It is up to the users how they use 

social media .the only advice which can be given is use social 

media wisely .post on social media wisely. 
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